
Fin Bookshelf Planter
Add a splash of green to your workplace with the Fin Bookshelf Planter.
Place it up against a wall or use it to create a natural divide; its height
provides a sense of privacy when seated while maintaining an open feel in
your workplace.   

A defining feature of the Fin Bookshelf Planter is the subtlety of the joint
details that are neatly concealed, creating an elegantly thin storage
solution. The open shelving of the Fin Bookshelf Planter is perfect for
displaying books and magazines or housing office documents and other
items, with each shelf measuring 380mm (W) x 330mm (H) x 380mm (D). It
is recommended that a protective plastic sheet or absorbent material be
placed at the bottom of the plant trough to catch the water from any
leaky plant pots.   

Place many Fin Bookshelf Planters in a line to section off a meeting space
or put two back-to-back and create an island of green...
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Materials All Opendesks are made from quality, FSC-certified baltic plywood.
Coming from managed forestry itÕs good to know your desk was
sustainably grown.

License CC BY

You can use and adapt the design for any purpose, even commercially, as
long as you credit the designer.

Under the following terms: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

Pricing Get quotes directly from makers near you:

* Request and receive quotes (typically within 48 hours)
* Choose your preferred maker-quote and pay online
* Receive your locally-made furniture direct from the maker

Designer Designed and shared openly by:

Scarlett San Martin

Scarlett San Martin is a designer with a passion for well made, beautiful
objects with underlying significance and meaning. She has worked at
high-end design and manufacturing companies, working closely with
skilled craftsmen and CNC machines. The psychological influence of
design is an integral element of her design process, carefully considering
the relationship between humans, objects and spaces.
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